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Solar eclipses can only 

occur when the Moon is at 

its New Moon phase.

Total and annular solar 

eclipses are only possible

when that phase occurs at 

or very near to the two 

nodes where the Moon’s 

orbit crosses the Ecliptic 

(Earth’s orbital plane 

around the Sun).

Solar eclipses do not occur 

on every New Moon 

because the orbit of the 

Moon is tilted by about 5 

degrees with respect to the 

Ecliptic.



Although the Sun is about 400 times larger than the 

Moon, it is also about 400 times further away.

Both bodies appear to be about ½ degree across.

 As a result of this coincidence, the Moon can completely 

cover the Sun, producing a total solar eclipse.

 Since the Moon is receding from Earth at about 3.8 cm 

per year, in the distant future only annular solar eclipses 

will be possible.



Perigee:  Moon at closest point to

Earth in its orbit

Apogee:  Moon at furthest point

from Earth in its orbit

This situation leads to an 

annular solar eclipse



Total Solar Eclipse
Zone of partial solar eclipse (penumbra)

(umbra)





Totality start + 86 seconds



Annular Solar Eclipse

Zone of partial solar eclipse (penumbra)

(antumbra)





Global path of 

annular solar eclipse

June 10, 2021



Partial solar eclipse – May 12, 2012



Excellent reference site that 

you can set for any location. 

Includes eclipse animations, 

timing and directional data 

for any eclipse from 1900 to 

2199.

www.timeanddate.com

To observe this eclipse fully you 

will need to be at a site that has a 

clear view down close to the 

horizon to the northeast. 

The eclipse is already in progress 

at sunrise and reaches its 

maximum only 26 minutes later.



What can we expect to see in Ottawa?

Eclipse in progress at sunrise  >  5:14:15 a.m. EDT 

Elevation: 0 degrees  @  Azimuth: 55 degrees



Maximum extent of eclipse  >  5:40:14 a.m. EDT 

Elevation: 3.2 degrees  @  Azimuth: 59 degrees



Eclipse waning  >  ~6:00 a.m. EDT 

Elevation: 6.6 degrees  @  Azimuth: 63 degrees



Eclipse ends  >  6:39:32 a.m. EDT 

Elevation: 12.5 degrees  @  Azimuth: 69 degrees



How can we watch the eclipse safely?

 Project the Sun
Cap one side



Courtesy:  Andrea Girones 

 Project the Sun

Do not let anyone 

look through your 

unfiltered telescope 

or finderscope!



 Project the Sun

Making a simple 

solar eclipse projector

 Viewing hole and Sun hole 

should be about 10 cm apart.

 Cover the Sun hole with 

aluminum foil and tape it in 

place.

 Use a pin to poke a tiny hole in 

the aluminum foil.

 Seal the box tightly to darken 

the inside.

 The longer the box is, the larger 

the image of the Sun will be.

 Turn your back to the Sun, look 

through the viewing hole and 

adjust your aim until you see 

the Sun on the screen.



ISO-approved solar eclipse glasses must meet certain safety 

requirements:

 No more than 0.00032% of the sun's light may be 

transmitted through the filters.

 The filters must be free of any defects, such as scratches, 

bubbles and dents.

 Handheld viewers must be large enough to cover both eyes.

 Solar eclipse glasses

NOTE:  Welder’s glasses of Shades 12 to 14 are 

also suitable for use as solar eclipse glasses.



 Solar filters

Solar filters for telescopes and binoculars must be of Type 2 or 2+ for visual use. Type 3 filters are only 

for photographic use. The filter MUST have a snug fit to avoid it from accidentally falling off.

WARNING:  Glancing through an uncovered optical system, even for an instant, can cause permanent 

eye damage. Photochemical and thermal retinal injuries occur without the victim's knowledge, as there 

are no pain receptors in the retina, and the visual effects do not occur for at least several hours after the 

damage is done.   DO NOT TAKE ANY CHANCES WITH YOUR EYESIGHT!



 Solar films – A Cautionary Note

Solar safety films such as those made by Baader Planetarium are available pre-mounted in different-sized cells for 

specific telescope and lens sizes, or in bulk sheets for DIY use. Different grades of these films are available for 

use either in visual observations or for imaging.

 Baader AstroSolar® Silver/Gold Film has been specially developed for visual solar observation at zero

magnification (i.e.  unaided eye) for use in solar glasses.

 Baader AstroSolar Safety Film OD 5.0 is used for visual and photographic solar observation at high

magnification with additional optics. This means that it is intended for use as a front-mounted filter on camera 

lenses or telescopes. It is not suitable for naked eye use in solar glasses.

 Baader AstroSolar® Photo Film 3.8 solely is used in conjunction with astronomical telescopes and only in 

connection with fast digital video cameras. It is not safe for visual solar observation at low or high magnification.



Unsafe solar filters include:

 Sunglasses

 Solar filters (also known as “Sun” filters) that attach to a telescope’s eyepiece

 Photographic neutral-density filters

 Photographic polarizing filters

 Any photographic film bearing an image

 Chromogenic (non-silver-bearing) black-and-white film

 Black-processed color film

 Smoked glass (glass with a layer of soot from a candle flame)

 Aluminized polyester food packaging

 CDs

 Floppy disk media (when the plastic casing is removed)

DO NOT TAKE ANY CHANCES WITH YOUR EYESIGHT!



How can we photograph the eclipse?

Camera & lens on tripod with glass solar filter 

Cellphone photography 

with solar eclipse glasses



Camera and lens with homemade 

Baader film solar filter. 

Courtesy:  Andrea Girones 

Telescope with glass solar filter, secured 

with additional Velcro straps for safety. 

 Your finderscope also needs a solar filter!!

Keep it capped if you don’t have one.  



Solar telescopes & Herschel prisms (also called Herschel wedges)

Herschel Prism  > For visual and 

photographic use with refractors

Dedicated H-alpha solar telescopes

> For visual and photographic use



A few tips if you are planning to take pictures:

 Mount your camera on a tripod to get a steady image 

 Ensure your solar filter is firmly attached to the front of your lens

 Use a remote or wired shutter release or intervalometer for steady exposures 

 Use the camera’s liveview LCD screen for framing and focusing

 Set your exposure mode to Manual (also known as “Bulb”) to control all exposure settings

 Turn off your lens Auto-focus setting and focus the image manually using liveview

 Turn off Auto ISO and set your camera’s ISO to a low value (i.e. ISO 100-200) 

 Set your lens aperture (F-stop) down by a stop or two from being fully opened to get  

sharper edges on the disc of the Sun

You should test your filtered setup in the days before the eclipse to determine the 

appropriate camera lens to use and the required exposure settings for the Sun. You won’t 

have time to experiment on the morning of the eclipse. Take some test images of the Sun 

to practise framing and focusing with your solar filter in place. Wide-angle lenses will only 

produce very small images of the Sun. Telephoto lenses will require re-aiming unless 

mounted on a tracking platform or piggybacking on a mount-driven telescope.





WARNING!!

End of totality + 7 secondsCasper, Wyoming on August 21, 2017 UNFILTERED



End of totality + 10 secondsCasper, Wyoming on August 21, 2017 FILTERED


